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Regulator Under Fire As Football Shares Firm
Collapses
BetIndex has UK gambling licence suspended
Football Index calling in administrators
Court cases could follow, says consultant

The UK gaming regulator is under fire after football fans face losing nearly £90m as a result of a
betting firm that dubbed itself "the football stock market” heading into administration.

The Gambling Commission suspended Football Index's betting licence on Friday and announced
an investigation into its operations.

It came after a week of turmoil in which the firm had slashed the dividends it paid on Premier
League players that customers had bought shares in by more than 80 percent.

It justified the move saying it was necessary "to ensure the long-term sustainability of the
platform" after suffering "substantial losses" in recent months. Companies House records showed
that Andrew Burns, the chief financial officer at Football Index, resigned a day before the
dividend cut was announced. 

However, after its licence was suspended, the company called in administrators. 

Matt Zarb-Cousin of the Clean Up Gambling campaign said: “If the remote general betting licence
Football Index were trading off covered their main product, then it should never have been
licensed by the Gambling Commission as clearly this business model is unsustainable. 

“But if their main product didn't fall under the jurisdiction of the Gambling Commission, then it
was an unregulated form of betting. This constitutes illegal gambling, and so action should have
been taken to close it down.

"The regulator is culpable either way. Both the Gambling Commission and Department of Digital,

https://beta.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/news/article/information-notice-suspension-of-licence-betindex-limited
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Culture, Media & Sport have been asleep at the wheel."

Set up in 2015, Football Index has more than 500,000 registered users with about 30,000
regular traders, with one report suggesting average losses of nearly £3,000 each. It allowed
customers to buy imaginary "shares" in footballers and offered "dividends" based on their
performances and media profiles. The company issued a statement in November saying that it
had "never been in a stronger financial position".

According to estimates by FI Market Cap, the value of shares held by players was £87.8m before
events this week.

A spokesman for the Gambling Commission told The Times newspaper: "When the Gambling
Commission licenses an operator we look at suitability ... but we do not oversee their businesses
on a day-to-day basis or monitor the financial health of operators directly. That would impose
significant costs and could give a false sense of security to customers."

In a statement, the Gambling Commission said it had decided to suspend the operating licence of
BetIndex Limited, trading as Football Index, pursuant to Section 118(2) of the Gambling Act 2005. 

It added: “The suspension follows an ongoing Section 116 review into the operator, as we had
concerns activities may have been carried on in purported reliance on the licence, but not in
accordance with a condition of the licence, and that Football Index may not be suitable to carry
on with licensed activities.

“We have made it clear to the operator that as the investigation progresses, we expect it to focus
on treating consumers fairly and keeping them fully informed of any developments which impact
them.”

The Times reported it had seen a warning letter sent to the Gambling Commission in December
in which a trader on Betfair, urging the regulator to investigate Football Index, warning that its
current model was "closely aligned to a Ponzi scheme". The company has refuted the claim and
in previous statements denied misleading customers. 

In a message to customers, Football Index said it was pursuing restructuring arrangements —
which was believed to include some US sources of funding — as well as appointing insolvency
practitioners Begbies Traynor.

“The dividend restructure announced on Friday was a necessary step in a business recovery plan
to seek long-term sustainability of the platform. However, it is clear that this has not been well
received,” the firm said.

https://home.footballindex.co.uk/announcement.html
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“We are pursuing a restructuring arrangement to be agreed with stakeholders including, most
importantly, our community. 

“The restructure could involve equity being distributed to customers, board representation for
customers and a new management team put in place, along with other initiatives.”

The company said clients’ cash deposits were held in a "segregated account" but it was unclear
when cash could be withdrawn. 

A spokesperson for the Betting and Gaming Council (BGC) said: “Following the suspension of
their operating licence by the Gambling Commission, we are immediately suspending BetIndex
Ltd’s membership of the BGC while the details of the case are investigated.

“As the standards body representing the regulated industry, our top priority is ensuring that the
interests of BetIndex Ltd’s customers are protected.”

Speaking before the firm’s administration, David Clifton, director of Clifton Davies Consultancy
Limited, said customers could seek to reclaim lost money in court.

“As I understand it, Football Index has given at least 30 days’ notice of such a material
detrimental change," he said.

“The Ts&Cs warn that any change in the dividend is likely to impact share prices. That appears to
have happened."

“In terms of timing, Football Index’s dividend restructuring announcement was made on March 5
purportedly in order 'to ensure the long-term sustainability of the platform'. Whilst its Ts&Cs refer
to reductions in the level of dividends only being permitted in January and June each year, the
Ts&Cs do reserve Football Index’s right to do so at other times, including 'in exceptional
circumstances to protect [its] business'.

“Whether or not customers have any right to compensation for their losses in all of the
circumstances set out above is therefore open to question. It’s quite probable that question may
only be answered by way of court proceedings.”

The firm was slammed by the Advertising Standards Authority in 2019 for a promotion “creating
the impression the product was a lucrative investment opportunity”.

Additional reporting by Harrison Sayers.

https://gc.vixio.com/insights-analysis/uk-advertising-watchdog-bans-irresponsible-coral-betindex-ads
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